
OUR TEAM

STAFF TRAINING ON COVID-19 PROTOCOLS: our team has been

trained on COVID-19 safety measures to meet the Government

protocols in case of any suspicion of covid infection.

STAFF MEDICALLY TESTED: our team will be tested regularly to

guarantee that they are not covid infected.

TEMPERATURE RECORDS: our team is required to take and

record their temperature daily; Wearing a face mask indoors

and outdoors is mandatory in Spain.

OUR OFFICE

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP MEETINGS: meetings will be held in

accordance with the rules of social distancing; All visitors

(including participants) must disinfect their hands with the

alcohol gel solution located at the entrance and go through a

temperature monitoring process (contactless) upon arrival. Our

staff will be monitoring the said procedures.

DAILY DESINFECTION: our working areas will be sanitized on a

daily basis.

SAFETY  MEASURES
PROTOCOL



ACCOMMODATIONS

FAMILY: They will stay in single room and the accommodation

will provide with a bathroom exclusively for students.

Participants will need to wear the face mask at home during

the first 10 days after arrival. Night curfew following the covid

measures established by the Spanish Government. It is

forbidden to bring any persons at the Spanish home. 

It is forbidden to drink alcohol or smoke at home. In case of any

covid symtoms, you will need to follow the Covid protocol

established by the Spanish Health Department ( inform the

health center, isolation at the room while following the Health

Center guidelines). Family has the right to expel the participant

from home if they suspect about any unproper behaviour that

is putting the family in risk of infection.

SHARED APARTMENT: They will stay in single room and the

accommodation will provide with a bathroom exclusively for

students. Participants will need to wear the face mask at home

during the first 10 days after arrival. 

Night curfew following the covid measures established by the

Spanish Government.  It is forbidden to bring any person to the

apartment. It is forbidden to drink alcohol or smoke at the

apartment. In case of any covid symtoms, you will need to

follow the Covid protocol established by the Spanish Health

Department ( inform the health center, isolation at the room

while following the Health Center guidelines).



HOSTING ORGANISATIONS

We ensure working with hosting organisations which have

confirmed to follow the Covid prevention and safety measures

established by the Spanish Law together with the usual

security risk rules at the working placement.

COVID-SAFETY KIT: 

all participants will get a Covid – Safety Kit at the arrival day.

This safety kit includes: a face mask, hand sanitizer gel and a

COVID leaflet with Spanish Health Department Protocol and

contacts in case of suspected infection.

PARTICIPANTS

PCR TEST: all participants must arrive with a negative PCR test

done within the previous 3 days before arrival. They must show

their negative PCR test to their ONECO coordinator.

During the introductory meeting, students will be given added

information related to the pandemic situation, such as rules

and good practices they should follow during their stay in

Spain (leisure time,internship and accommodation) in order to

prevent infection.


